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The Honda Integra , marketed in North America as the Acura Integra , is an automobile
produced by Japanese automobile manufacturer Honda from to It succeeded the Honda Quint
as a more luxurious and sport-oriented derivative of the Civic. The Integra Type R is widely
regarded as one of the best front-wheel-drive cars of all time. Car and Driver magazine named
the Integra to its annual Ten Best list six times: in , , and through The GS-R model was called
out specifically in and This vehicle debuted in Japan in February as the Honda Quint Integra,
available only at Honda's Japanese dealership sales channel Honda Verno before going on sale
a year later in North America as part of the then-new luxury Acura lineup. The three-door
hatchback was the only model available originally, with a five-door arriving in October The
four-door saloon bodystyle became available in Japan in the autumn of The engine was the
vehicle's most publicized feature, as DOHC, multi-valve engines were not commonplace in
entry-level models at the time. In most European countries, only the five-door liftback was
offered, as a replacement for the Honda Quint. Typically for European Integras, only the 1. The
five-door liftback model was also sold in Australia rebadged as the Rover i. Except for in Britain,
Honda did not offer the more powerful 1. The ZC engine was also shared with the Honda
Concerto , which was sold at newly established Japanese dealership sales channel called
Honda Clio , which sold luxury oriented products like the Honda Legend. Vehicles installed with
a carburetor earned Compared to the US, the European Integra was aimed downmarket and
generally lacked equipment, with neither trim level LX or EX offering painted bumpers, central
locking, power windows, nor air conditioning, even though a small number of fully equipped,
left-hand drive fuel-injected Integras were sold in the Netherlands. The Integra EX16 did offer a
sunroof, painted bumpers, a rear spoiler and Hi-Fi stereo equipment, but neither electric
windows, central locking nor air conditioning were available. This was considered as a
drawback to its European competitors such as the Peugeot 1. The first Integra never became as
popular in Europe as it did in the US, but was praised by most motor magazines for its styling
and overall road performance. The styling reflected the popularity of Honda's performance
coupe, the Honda Verno sports coupe companion Honda Prelude , with the Integra offering a
coupe for added cargo accommodation, and a slightly smaller appearance to the larger Honda
Vigor. Just like the Prelude and the Vigor of that period, the Integra featured sleek, sporty
pop-up headlights, like its Japanese dealership Honda Verno stablemates, with the CRX
adopting semi-concealed doors over the headlights. Nearly , units were sold during the
four-year run of the first-generation model, most of them in the United States. The first
generation Acura Integras actually came with two different engines. Although they shared the
same engine code D16A1 , there were a few differences. The engine differed in the years to and
to The two engines are commonly called the "Browntop" and "Blacktop" due to the color of
their valve covers. The "browntop" came in and Integras while the "blacktop" came in and
models. The improvements in the "blacktop" engine included lighter rods, domed pistons for
slightly higher compression, and an electric advance distributor the "browntop" came with a
vacuum advance distributor. The and Integras also got a minor facelift, featuring slightly
reshaped indicator lights, an improved climate control system and an update of the instrument
clocks. In Europe, the discontinued Integra five-door Liftback was discontinued in October
following the launch of the Rover-based Honda Concerto. This was the only generation to offer
3-, 4-, and 5-door models. Production of the 5-door hatchback ceased in The RSi was the base
model with a lighter weight thanks to wind-up windows, no rear spoiler and few options. All
vehicles sold in Japan had their width dimensions slightly reduced so as to be in compliance
with Japanese government regulations concerning exterior dimensions so that the car would be
officially recognized as a "compact" and not incur yearly taxes for being wider. In October , the
range received a mild facelift. At the same time, a 1. This generation saw the discontinuation of
the five-door hatchback, and the first availability of a four-door sedan outside Japan. The new
hardtop bodystyle reflected a popular trend in Japan of offering an entry level sedan, such as
the Civic-based platform the Integra used, in a reduced height four-door hardtop. The sedan
was only styled to look like a hardtop. The vehicle retained the B-pillar, while the doors were
constructed without window frames. This styling carried over to the third generation sedan, and
shared visual similarities to the Honda Verno larger companion, the Honda Vigor. In North
America, the Integra was sold under the Acura nameplate. Model choices consisted of a 3-door
hatchback and a new 4-door sedan. All trim levels were available with a 5-speed manual or
4-speed automatic transmission except for the GS-R which was only offered in a 5 speed
manual with shorter gearing than other trim levels. For the and model years, Acura offered a
GS-R model. The GS-R hatchback came only with a 5-speed manual transmission and 1. The
GS-R model is rare with less than 5, of the â€” model years Acura Integra GS-R were produced
for North America, this is confirmed by the vehicle identification number sequence of these
cars. Using this information, the production numbers of the GS-R via vehicle history reports are

determined. Honda debuted the third generation model in in Japan at Honda Verno locations. It
had an unusual four headlight front end design which was dubbed "spider eyes" by some
enthusiasts. In the U. The four headlight front end design, or "bug eye" headlights, proved
unpopular in Japan, so all JDM Integras were given a minor facelift in with more conventional
elongated flat headlights and a revised front bumper. The top model was relabeled the Integra
SiR. This generation Integra was generally not available in Europe, although some markets such
as Greece did receive this model. Dealer-installed options for the third generation Integra
included: security system, 15" alloy wheels, trunk mat, splash guards, fog lights, rear wing
spoiler, sunroof Hatchback only , CD changer, leather seats, leather shift knob and leather
steering wheel. RS : Regular Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan. There was no
sedan available in Model dropped in Standard features were a cassette player, rear window
defroster, and tilt steering wheel. Cassette player replaced with CD player in LS : Luxury Sport,
was available in both Hatchback and seden a leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. SE
: Special Edition, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from The trim was only
available in and model years until they were changed to be named the GS in From the LS, it
added leather seats, alloy wheels on all years, and a rear wing spoiler optional. GS : Grand
Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from Same standard features as the
SE. Including rear spoiler. Same standard features as the GS minus the leather seats. However,
leather seats ended up becoming a standard feature on the GS-R starting in Automatic
transmission is an option in certain markets for this car. The result was a capable sports
hatchback which was acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide. Gear ratios for the final
drive were higher, making 1st to 3rd gears closer, while 4th and 5th were longer to maintain the
'96 Spec cruising comfort. The engine power remained the same, but use of a new 4â€”1 long
tube header brought torque lower down to 6, rpm. A final trim version offered in mid onwards
for the JDM market known as the "Type Rx" came factory fitted with motorized folding mirrors,
dashboard clock, blue-hue carbon trim interiors, and an audio system as part of the standard
package. In Japan, the Integra is revered as one of the best sports cars of the '90s. It has been
acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide, including Evo magazine , which named the Type
R 'the greatest front-wheel-drive performance car ever', and TheAutoChannel. The Integra Type
R is considered a modern classic and prices have steadily risen. The third generation also saw
the production of a four-wheel drive option. It originated from the Honda Domani , another
derivative of this vehicle sold at Honda Clio locations. It was made from to , and used the cc
D15B engine. Honda's press material of the time indicated that the SJ was intended to provide a
"formal sedan" for the Integra range; another reason may have been to sell Ferios using a more
sporting model name at Honda Verno dealerships in Japan, as was the case with the Nissan
Laurel Spirit. This followed Isuzu's practice of selling Honda models as Isuzus which started
with the Gemini ; with Honda also selling Isuzu's sport utility vehicles in Japan and North
America some as Acuras in the latter market , and pickup trucks in Thailand. In , CCC
Information Services named the Integra as the most stolen car in the United States, with the
model year of the car listed as the third-most stolen model for that year. The fourth generation
Integra was introduced in Japan on April 13, and produced from July to July It also had an
entirely new engine, the K-series. In March , Honda announced that the Integra would be
discontinued in June after its final cars were sold, due to the shrinkage of the coupe market.
The reaction of the consumers towards the discontinuation, however, forced Honda to extend
production until July and produce more Integras. Also, the introduction of the similarly powerful
and less expensive model-year Honda Civic Si was there to fill in the gap left by the RSX. The
Integra Type R comes equipped with Recaro seats, four-piston Brembo front brakes, a close
ratio six-speed manual transmission, a limited-slip differential, variable back-pressure exhaust
system, and a stiffer suspension. In and , the Integra won two consecutive IMSA International
Sedan series manufacturers' championships, while Parker Johnstone won drivers'
championship in the same years driving the Integra. The BTC-T version of the Integra was very
successful in the British Touring Car Championship , winning 27 races and becoming the
champion in and , despite being only entered by privateer teams. The first car is a red model
driven by Edwin, played by Ja Rule. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
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that the staff at Magic Auto Sales Prestige were great. I walked in and left with a better car then
the one I wanted. The staff, especially Eddie, the finance manager, and Omar were kind,
courteous, pleasant, respectful, and knowledgeable. I definitely would recommend coming here
for a used car. My experience here was great. We had a Great experience at this dealer. Thay are
very friendly and absolutely no pressure or sale tactics! Also they have no bs fees to add like
alot of other dealerships. Unfortunately we ended up in a different car from one of those
dealerships but that was only because my girlfriend fell in love with that particular car. I would
not hesitate to purchase a car here in the future and will keep them in mind when the time come
to purchase again! The culture at Mercedes Benz of North Olmsted is just different. I bought an
amazing car, at an amazing price and had to do little to no work. The sales guy I had was
incredible, and the finance guy was also incredible. I will buy from this dealer every opportunity
I can. Is was SUCK!!! When 2 times to see the suv and the car was on the shop. The first time
they told me that the suv going to be ready by pm. I told them that i will came the next day. I
went by to see it and the car was still on the shop for service. They ask me was on service 4
block. They ask me if want to there to see it, i told them NO. Upon arrival the experience was
awesome. The weather is horrible but Lance the sales manager was very attentive, patient and
helpful. I met Mr. Parsons in person who is the owner, that made me an awesome deal. I am so
happy with the purchase of my Maxima Platinum!! I recommend Parsons. First I want to say
thank you Mr Lance for the wonderful and positive attitude on the phone and in person. I made a
appointment to look at a vehicle and less than a hour I made a purchase. The staff there was
very friendly. Lance made my purchase very easy. Thanks a bunch. I had submitted a question
and Don Yancy got back to me right away. I ended up buying the SUV and was very happy about
the process. We set up an appointment for me to come look at the car and in about an hour I did
the test drive, the paperwork was done, it was paid for and it was mine. Very helpful. Spent
quality time with me. Helped educate me in areas that were new to me. They responded very
quick and stayed in touch till the very end. I would recommend them to all. Had initial contact,
was prompt good ,then requested few more photos and was told "will do" and suddenly just fell
off radar, haven't heard back, oh well "easy come easy go "smh. Drove to the address listed to
see this vehicle and there was no car dealership there. Finally responded to me via email days
later after I already purchased a car. Didn't have a clear title of the car, waiting on a new one but
will not let me have the car even though the bank approved the loan. Erman was very honest
and easy to deal with. I never felt any pressure, and bought a great car at a great price! I would

definitely recommend STL Carz to everybody! They responded very quickly but I ended up
purchasing another vehicle somewhere else. The car was as described, the salesman was
responsive, the staff was friendly, sale was quick and easy. I enjoyed my visit to this dealership!
The salesman Shawn I worked with was very knowledgeable and professional, there was no
pressure salesmanship here, he respect you as a valued customer and would like to earn your
business. One of the best dealerships I have ever worked with, they are straight to the point no
cash gouging, great people to work with. Castro Auto Sales is a small, family-run business that
truly impressed us with their low-pressure manner, helpful attitude, and their skill and
knowledge. We bought a Honda CR-V from them last week and have not been disappointed. We
would readily buy from them again! The dealer was very responsive. Peter is open and
transparent. Only facts. He was firm. No hidden cost, no bogus or implied costs, just the cost of
the car he was willing to sell it for. A true professional. He was very flexible and
accommodating. A pleasant experience. We contacted them to arrange to come look at a
specific vehicle, when we arrived they said oh so sorry, its actually in the shop. We drove an
hour to get there and called to make sure we would be able to look at it when we went. Will not
be looking there anymore. As it awaits a next-generation makeover tentatively scheduled for , as
well as a rumored name change to the TLX, the Acura TL midsize luxury sedan remains
unchanged for Although slightly dated in design, the TL continues to deliver plenty of upscale
features, interior comfort and good performance, as well as sporty handling, especially when
equipped with Acura's SH-AWD all-wheel-drive system. However, the TL has lost some ground
to competitors over the last few years, perhaps due in part to some design miscues when the
TL's fourth generation debuted in , with its controversial in-your-face double-plenum front grille.
Acura toned down the grille during a update, but sales have tapered off since then, making a
design refresh a high priority. On the positive side, the TL still has plenty to offer, even at the
end of its current generation, starting with its upscale cabin and long list of standard features.
Acura offers the TL with a choice of two engines, both of which deliver good performance as
well as decent fuel economy. In addition, the well-tuned suspension provides a nimble,
comfortable ride, especially when equipped with the SH-AWD system, which improves handling
and stability. Outside, the TL's long nose, high beltline, subtle wheel arches and tapering
roofline create a sporty appearance with classic touches. Although Acura toned down the
aggressiveness of the grille in , it still sets the mood up front and certainly distinguishes the TL
from the rest of the crowd, so it serves its purpose. Illuminated door-handle recesses and
speed-sensing windshield wipers are also included in the standard package. In addition, Acura
introduced a new Special Edition trim late in the model year, which rolls into unchanged.
Available only with FWD, the Special Edition slots just above the Base trim and includes such
features as unique inch alloy wheels and a rear spoiler, as well as push-button start and ebony
leather upholstery with contrast stitching that matches the exterior color. The Technology and
Advance Packages also add a rear spoiler, as well as a number of upgraded interior features
and unique wheels. Power for FWD trims continues to come from a 3. It mates to a 6-speed
automatic transmission with Sequential SportShift, a Sport mode and steering-wheel-mounted
paddle shifters for manual shifting. SH-AWD trims upgrade to a 3. It also links to the 6-speed
automatic, although owners can add an available 6-speed short-throw manual transmission with
hill start assist. But testers like the road-hugging characteristics delivered by the SH-AWD
system, especially when coupled with the 6-speed manual shifter and larger V6, which enable
drivers to get the most from the TL's performance-oriented components. The SH-AWD trims
also receive larger stabilizer bars and unique damper and brake tuning for optimal handling.
The TL offers an upscale, driver-oriented cabin with high-end materials, plenty of interior space
and a long list of standard features, including leather upholstery, heated front seats, way power
adjustment for the driver, 8-way power adjustment for the passenger and a power moonroof.
Other standard features on the Base TL include ambient lighting, an auto-dimming rear-view
mirror, remote keyless entry, dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and an 8-speaker watt audio system with a 6-CD changer, Bluetooth and SiriusXM
satellite radio. All TL trims come equipped with a wide range of safety features, including 6
airbags and Acura's Vehicle Stability Assist system, which incorporates stability control,
traction control and antilock brakes. In addition, the NHTSA gave the TL an overall safety rating
of 4 out of 5 stars, including 5 stars for protecting passengers during a rollover. Despite the fact
that it's deep into its
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current generation, the TL continues to rank at or near the top of its class, according to a
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